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The diagnosis of tumors of the abdomen has always been
a matter of difficulty.The good results following operation
on many such tumors, even malignant ones, make it incum-

bent
on the physician to make as early and as accurate a

diagnosis as possible. To one aiming to do this and conscious

of the difficulties, Schmidt's book will be of peculiarhelp.
One good thing about this work is that the author sticks
tohis text. He talks of malignant growthsandnotofthe

non-malignant; thereis little of etiology, pathology ortreat-

ment, except as ithas a direct bearing on the questionof
diagnosis; there is no needless argument about thingstheoret-

ical; there is almost nothing of the polemic. Thereareocca-

sionallapsesinto unnecessary repetition, but conciseness istherule.

Thebookis essentially clinical and based largely on the
author'sownexperience. There is little of quotation or

citing of
authorities, though one cannot accuse Schmidt of

beingignorant "* "' Wl,at otl"''s lliiv»' written, for there is
"''y lar.,',.]'."'" "'"' '"' 's W informed. Not only does he
but he ¡fi' .!'" "linical facts in order to reach a diagnosis,
"ant grown •'"''' l" Delieve 'lla' th<- study of cases of malig-
Of lij,|lt ' 'r""> the clinical aspect may throw a great deal
,l"' laborat iu«stion of etiology, lie questions whether
Operatic h t

W'" ''»'tl'»'t t'le one Bpedflc cause, lie sees the

''''^' '"I'liiei" 8° ma"y  '""'''¡buting factors that he regards the
Part at l ,'. 0l a malignant growth IIS often depending, in
'" étions ',' '"' s"e1' facts as a previous freedom Iron.

lllu''"i. cell +Bease8' »'"' existence of dyscrasic conditions pro-
causes, trauma, even the influence of depressing psychic

1,1 ''»o Will 1-"""'''»sins emphasis of the clinical features of these
'"'""'•itov, '

'''K relegation of what are commonly termed
's Hot i i110'1'01'8 to a position of secondary importance.

_

It
' »hoiato,0, understood that he overlooks the aid of the
toi'lir,-. .

*"ar from it. His directions as to laboratory
íetailjd ,.

^'Ie value of such examinations are clear and
'''story'ii ' *'le (.'''»ter importance seems to attach to the
body, ', ,, e Bymptoms and tlie examination of the patient's
*n* stool ef 1"-'l<'ss'ty of careful ami repeated examinations of
^et Sein ' l •

"l'('""' blood is referred to over and over again.
of tosj. ' »• Issues a note of warning against the employment
traces of i

U1° *00 de''»-'ate and that might detect minute
ßlieh test bloo,l which mean nothing in the way of discus,..
interest, ti says> may be of chemical but not of.clinical
(p. 07)

' -|!!ey are of "decorative" rather than practical value
ns °f sli u\ Various functional tests of the kidney he regards
'"''iitul l.i rcl'alJilily. lie seems loath to employ even instru-
it i8 rare,P' t'le a'-ray must not be relied on too implicitly;
aid to d-C y llcc,cssary to distend the stomach or bowel as an

to ever."1*?08'8, Careui1 8tu»»y of the history with attention
e.\ani¡„ai- '»mutest symptoms, with thorough physical
exaraii, ,!011 *^ make the laboratory and instrumental
c°nfir»_i'a.10n8 I10'; unnecessary but rather auxiliary or

Tw0 po¡°'.y- .

!s not this, after all, the right view?
to, tl,e '" physical examination are often referred
P*tlent i "* ^'e 'le'P to ^ de'''ve'» from palpation with the
a8'ee. »pi ''»feral decubitus, with which one must heartily
tioii for

1C °tlier is the stress laid on the value of ausculta-
^Veri Ball kfmUra in t',e -liag'108'3 °f tumors of the stomach,
hot to « ,

'^ei-, pancreas, etc. To us, this method seems

'^''c ttietl "I"111'' t'"5 overemphasis placed on it by Schmidt.
"""Kiiosf * °* ^''e »-eac''cr nl'e seen in a tendency to reduce

¡'l ti1110gC 8ymPtoms to tabular form. This is helpful, though
Take, f0. tables seem rather artificial and too refined.
Of the s¿ cxamplo, his subdivision of the pains of carcinoma
l'a»'»-'iiio_n 0mac'1- Stripped of its classification, it means that
region of ii
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The portrayal of the features of typical cases is excellent,
but the great value of the book lies in its discussion of
atypical cases and its reference to possible misleading symp-
toms. The exceptional case is the one apt to confuse and is
the one on which the author dwells particularly.

We should like a clearer differentiation between ulcer of
the stomach and carcinoma. The author's statement that few-
cases of carcinoma of the stomach originate in ulcer will be
questioned by many, though the relation between these two
conditions is by no means definitely established. Cardiospasni
as a misleading condition should be mentioned in discussing
gastric cancer. Other minor features might be criticized, the
criticism based largely on the fact that one's personal expe-
rience does not tally exactly with that of the. author. But
the book, as a whole, merits praise as a valuable contribution
to the clinical study ol' ni alignant tumors of the abdomen.

The last half of the book is taken up with abstracts of
eases. The abstracts are excellent. It was from a study of
these cases with controlling operation or autopsy that the
author was able to write the first half of the book. Numerous
references to these cases are to be found throughout the work.

Practical Cystoscopy AND the Diagnosis OF Surgical Dis-
eases OF the Kidneys AND Urinary Bladder. By Paul M.
Pilcher, A.M., M.D., Consulting Surgeon to the Eastern Long Island
Hospital. Cloth. Price, $5.50 net. Pp. 398, with 233 illustra-
tions. Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Co., 1911.

This is an elaborate and admirably illustrated treatise, in
which "the writer has endeavored to state fairly the indica-
tions for cystoscopy, and to outline its technic in the minutest
detail, describing the instruments used and how to use them."
This, the major content of the book, is commendable in con-
ception and execution; it is obviously based on ample personal
experience. There is apparent a tendency toward ill-considered
statement, such as the possible differentiation by the cysto-
scope of a dozen varieties of cystitis; the virtual denial of all
chance of extending infection by the ureter catheter if skil-
fully used; and the extravagant eulogy of a certain cysto-
scope.

Cystoscopy through a suprapubic puncture, occasionally a
valuable procedure, seems worthy of mention in every complete
treatise on methods for inspecting the bladder. The jumble
of Latin and English in a prescription (p. 92), while a merely
academic offense, illustrates the lack of care which is often
apparent in the text.

The accessory portion of the work, which discusses collateral
methods of diagnosis, is less acceptable; indeed, some of this
matter is distinctly misleading. Such is the statement (p.
195) "the only way of delinitely determining the character
of the ulcer" (whether tuberculous or other) "is by Unding
tubercle bacilli in the urine or by a guinea-pig test." The
marked byperemia around a tuberculous ulcer, which follows
a subcutaneous injection of tuberculin, more quickly and
surely distinguishes it from other ulcers than does either of
the "only" tests recommended.

The book is probably the most complete exposition of cysto-
seopy in our language, and will repay perusal by any one
who uses the cystoscope.

A Text-Book of Veterinary Anatomy. By Septimus Sisson,
S.B., Professor of Comparative Anatomy in Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio. Cloth. Price, $7 net. Pp. 826, with 528 illustra-
tions. Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Co., 1910.

This book, of nearly 850 pages, is an evidence of the fact
that the study of the anatomy of domestic animals and the
making of hooks thereon is keeping pace with similar work in
human anatomy. The author says that this book has been
made in response to a demand for a well-illustrated and up-to\x=req-\
date book on veterinary anatomy, and a cursory review
would seem to indicate that the purpose has been well ful-
filled. The descriptions are clear, full and scientific. The com-

parative anatomy of the various domestic animals is always
kept in view, which adds value to the work. The nomencla-
ture adopted is that of the best authorities in this and foreign
countries. The work should rank well with the books on

human anatomy and should meet every requirement of the
veterinary student. Mechanically, the book is very satis-
factory.
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